
Program Description 

Change Management/Empowerment 

Embracing Change from The Mountaintop 

In this relevant and engaging presentation, Jeff Davis skillfully lays out the ways in which 

change can be successfully implemented within an organization. Jeff shares extremely powerful 

and useful tips taken from his experience facilitating various group changes. In a world where 

change is occurring at dizzying rates, this program is needed now more than ever. Key areas 

covered include: 

 

 The difference between positive and negative change and why most change is positive 

 Key elements of the change process members need to understand 

 How to navigate through the change process while keeping up to speed 

 Ways to use change as a growth opportunity and ensure ongoing productivity 

 

Many organizations today were never taught proper ways to embrace, facilitate, and sustain 

positive changes. Employees often want to run with new changes but simply do not know how. 

Jeff believes that change is both a vital and necessary aspect of every growing business. In this 

dynamic presentation, Jeff lays out key elements of the change process. He also discusses 

common challenges to change and how these obstacles can be both avoided and worked through. 

Ultimately, embracing change will become one of the key characteristics of your organization.  

 

Value to Participants: Members will walk away with relevant strategies designed to help 

them embrace, sustain, and master change. They will know what needs to be done to successfully 

begin, maintain, and end a change process. Members are taught mindsets and action-steps useful 

for working through difficult challenges. They are also given ways to follow-up on the change 

process and promote continuous growth within themselves and the organization. This is a 

program that will enable participants to flourish for years to come. 

Biography: Jeff Davis, Professional Speaker, Author, and Master Strategist – is Chairman and CEO of Jeff 

Davis International, based in Newtown, Connecticut. Jeff shows that any organization can embrace and run with 

change if they so desire. Through his programs Jeff teaches his clients the steps they need to know in order to excel 

with difficult changes. After graduating with his Master’s degree from Johns Hopkins University, Jeff went on to 

become a speaker, writer, marketer, analyst, change specialist, and philanthropist. Although Jeff’s list of 

accomplishments are growing at a high rate, his ability to coach organizations to better deal with demanding 

changes is what makes him happy. Jeff is always learning more, constantly reading and researching the ins and outs 

of change management while actively growing every single day. He is extremely excited to work with you and your 

group. 

 


